PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Challenge: Cover a new charter school with flooring that can stand up to elementary student foot traffic, resist staining, aid in acoustics, provide added slip resistance, comfort, and deliver optimal life cycle cost outcomes.

Project Requirements: Durability, Maintenance, Stain resistance, Acoustics, Safety, Comfort underfoot, Sustainability

Flooring Solution: noraplan® custom flooring

Architect/Designer: Pillar Property Management – Bronx, NY
Pillar Property Management in NYC develops and manages commercial, residential, and school projects across the tri-state area. “As developers we’re very mindful of the cost of materials, but as managers we’re very interested in the performance of materials over time,” says Neysha Mejia, project manager at PPM.

“The schools we work with have a very tight schedule because they need to start the school year specifically in the fall,” Mejia shares, “Using rubber has reduced construction time. It can be installed in just a couple of hours and used immediately after.”

Another key benefit Neysha notes is cost of maintenance over time. “It takes about $1 per square foot to maintain VCT, per year. When you have a 50,000 sq. ft. building like this, it adds up to be a very large cost,” explains Mejia, “With nora, we don’t have to invest in long-term maintenance because it can be so easily maintained with just light detergent and water.”

“nora actually makes visits after the installation has been done to ensure that the floor is performing.”

Neysha Mejia, project manager, Pillar Property Management
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